
Decisions, decisions...
 

There are a few things to consider
when picking out your lights. Here's
some helpful categories and images

to help you break-down the
options.

 

    Incandescent lights are classic. 
They have a warm glow and are
inexpensive to purchase, however
they average a 3-year lifespan and
eat up a lot of electricity. Logistics
for powering these lights may
require more than one
powersource. 

    LED, on the other hand, last
longer (up to ten years). They use
less energy, are brighter, and have
a variety of color-temperatures to
choose from (warm-white, cool-
white, pure- white, etc.). 
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Standard LED Christmas Lights are faceted. This helps diffuse the LED light
and give off a more even glow. 

 
Recently, the Smooth-Filament LED was perfected by Holiday Bright Lights Inc.

The result was a more classic glow like a true incandescent lamp--they look similar
to an Edison bulb you might find on an outdoor cafe light.



Not all LED lights are the same. 
Light-color is measured in Kelvins--the warmth of the glow. 

The three options we provide are sun-warm-white, warm-white, and pure white.
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We suggest to target the primary peaks and gutters that outline the front of your home. 
Other options to consider are the saddle and ridges of the roof. Adding saddles and ridges

creates more dimension to the roof.



All lights are hand-built and made-to-order. We'll build any color pattern you choose.
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Do you have a favorite tree? 
We use commercial-grade mini-lights to wrap limbs. Sometimes a trunk or shrub might call for

netlights.
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Wreaths come in multiple sizes. 
You can get them prelit and wired into the house Christmas lights. We'll even make you custom bows. 

Garland is available as fake (reusable); or real garland used in outdoor living displays looks elegant
and gives off a festive cedar scent.
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